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INTRODUCTION 
1.  In  its  Communicat"on  ~o the  CounciL  on  the  Development  of  an  Energy 
_I 
Strategy for  the  Cornmunity-1  the  Cornmis5.16n  e,nphasized  the  need  to  reduce 
the  Community
1s  dependence  on  oil  by  positive measures  ~o encourage  both 
more  rational  use  of  energy  and  more  diversified  energy  supplies. 
2.  Coal  has  a  very  important  role  to  play  in  this  context.  The  world's 
reserves  are  Larg~, on  some  estimates  four  times  those of oil  and  gas 
combined.  Together  with  nuclear  energy  coal  i~  the  main  substitute for 
oil  ·in  elect rid  ty~generat  ion,~  and  toge.thP.r  with  naturaL  gas  the principaL 
I  ~  ~ 
alternative  to 6il  in  heat-raising elsewhere  in  industry.  Moreover  its 
price  ha~ ~ecome increasingly attractive  in  relation to that of  its 
competitors~ and  especially oilo 
I. 
3.  And  yet  the  use of  coal  within  the  Community  has  not  expanded 
significantly since-the first oil crisis of  1973774.  In  1980  the 
CI.Jmmunity  consumed  31l~  m tonnes  compared  with <310m  tonnes  in  19732• 
Some  of the  reasons  for  the  lack  of  progress  Lie  i~ the  intrinsic 
nature of  coal  itself.  Weight  for  weight  its calorific  value  is only. 
50-75%  of  that ·of  oil; it is more  d-ifficult  to  handle  and  transport; 
the  coal  "chainH  frorn  mining  to  delivery  to  the  consumer  is  Long; 
production,  storage  and  use  raise potential  environmental  problems. 
But  other  explanations  for  hesitation must  be  sought  in  the  costs  and 
risks  of  conversion;  uncertainty  about  future  price developments; 
doubts  about  availability  and  security of  supplies;  and  a  more  general 
unc,rtainty  about  the  importance  ~ffectively given to  coal  in  the 
energy  policies of  Member  States •.  : 
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over  the  same  period,  however,  world  coal  output  ros~ from  2.2  bn  tonnes 
to  2.8  bn  tonnes. ...  2  "" 
4.  The  Commission  is  in  no  doubt  about  the  need  to  overcome  the 
hesitations.  Given  the  uncertainties  attached  to  the future of nuclear 
power  in the  Community  (on  which  the  Commission  is  transmitting  a 
~;··w~···:1r~  (f!i;;H!ljid· t:.Jiii)J  l•i  Jl,c  tr;unf."ill,  A(,rj  thl't  r:r;r,:::tndrilf:i  nn  n,a 
contribution of  natural  gas,  the  Community's  markets  for  coal  must  be 
t'  I• 
opened  up  more  quickly.  But  the  hesitations will  not  be  overcome 
without  further  positive steps  by  Member  States  and  by  the  Community 
itself.  This  paper  examines  what  needs  to  be  done  both  to  overcome 
the  main  constraints  on  the  side of  demand  and  to  ensure  secure  and 
economic  supplies to  meet  that  demand.  In  its suggestions  for  the 
encouragement  of  ·investment  the  paper  compiements  the  Commission's 
separate  Communication  on  Investment  in  the  Rational  Use  of  Energy. 
5.  Except  where  otherwise stated,  lignite  and  peat  are  excluded  from 
the  analysis and  proposals outlined below,  which  concentrate on  hard 
coal  and  especially  steam  coalo  The  specific problems of  coking  coal, 
tied as  they  are  to  the  future  of the steel  industry,  are  not  considered 
in detail.  The.Commission,  however,  draws  attention to  the potentially 
~ 
serious  shortage  of  coke-oven  capacity  in  the  Community  during  thts 
decade.  Much  Community  capacity  is old  and  investment  rates  are  Lowa 
If  likely future  demand  is to  be  met  (Table  1, paragraph  6  below>. 
investment  of  some  180-200 MECUs  a  year  will  be  required  between  now 
and  1990,  compared  with  actual  expenditure of  110 MECUs  in  1981~ 
I  - COAL  DEMANt> 
(i)  PROSPECTS  I~ THE  ABSENCE  OF  POLICY  CHANGES 
6.  In  1980  the  Com,, :ssion suggested  as  a  central  case that the  Community'.s 
demand  fer  coal  could  ~ise from  its  then  Level. of  a  little over  300  mt 
to  370  mt1  in  1990  and  580  mt  i~  2000.  At  that  time  eQually optimistic 
forec~sts were  being  made  fer  the industrial1sed  worLd  as  a  whol~, on 
the  assu~~tion of  a  rapid  retu~n to  ~ sustained rate of  economic  grc~tn 
'\ 
'Figures  throughout  the  paper  are  given  in  coal  tonnes,·without  ddjustment 
ior  the  calorific  values  of different  coals  making  up  the  balance. - 3  ... 
of  3-3.5%  a  year.  Two  years  later  such  forecasts  seem  unrealistically 
high.  I~  common  with  other  forecaste~i the  Commission  has  therefore 
revised downwards  its view  of  likely market  developments ·in  relation 
to a  scenario  for  economic  growth  con~istent with  the  assumptions 
underlying  the  Community's  Fifth Medium-Term  Economic  Policy  Programme1-
Table  1  below  gives  the  likely upper  t·hnits  to  Community  coal  demand 
in  1990  and  2000  and  a  broad  breakdown  by  demand  sector,  on  the 
assumption  of  average  annual  economic'growth  of  2.5%  a  year  198D-2000: 
) 
TABLE  1.  Forecast  Coal  Consumption  - EUR-10 
1980  1990  2000 
Mt  %  Mt·  %  Mt  % 
TOTAL  :  314  1!10  360  100  son  100 
(of  which)  I 
"  '  I 
ELectricity-generation  184  58.6  '220  61.1  320  :64.0 
Inputs  to  coke  ... ovens  88  28.0  .'90  25.0  95  : 19  .. 0 
General  industry  14  4.5  25  6.95  55  11.0  ... 
Domestic  and  other 
(including  coal  gas if- 25  8a9  25  6  .. 95  30  6.0 
ication and  liquefaction) 
. .  •  •. 
lt must  be  stressed that  the  Commission:  is not  presenting  these  figures 
either as  desirable  Community  objective$ or as  technical.or economic 
upper  limits  to  Community  coal  use  o~e~ the period  up  to  2000.  They 
are  simply  a  point of  reference  for  the:  an~lysis of. constraints  that 
followsa  The  actual  level  of  coal.consumption  will  depend ·on  the 
will  and  determination of the  Communi~~ to overcome  the  constraints 
and  to  act  upon  the proposals  outlined:below~-
1cOMC81)344  finaL. - 4 -
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7.  Table  1  shows  that  electricity-generation  can  be  expected to  continue 
to  account  for  the  largest  share of Comri'iunity  coal  consumption,  with 
that  share  increasing  to  some  64%  of  the total  by  2000.  The  absolute 
I 
level  of  coal  demand  will  therefore  be  very  heavily  influence~ by 
overall  growth  in electricity demand,  the  rate  at  which  Member  States 
move  out  of oil  and  gas  in  electricity~generation and  the  pace of 
development  of  nuclear  power.  Electricity demand  growth  is expected 
to  continue  to  be  highe~ than  the  growth  of overall  energy  demand 
and  it  could  be  even  higher  than  assumed  here  (3~5% a  year>  to the extent 
I 
that  there  is  more  rapid electricity  pen~tration in  the  heat  market 
in  the  industrial  sector, displacing  hydrocarbons.  The  extent of 
such  a  trend  is  however  particularly difficult to forecast. 
8.  The  market  for  coking  coal  is  depe~~ent  very  Largely  on  the future 
of  the  Community's  steel  industry.  In;present  circumstances  it is 
unreasonable  to postulate  any  significa~t  increase  in  demand  above  the 
1980  level.  Elsewhere  in the  industri~L sector,  however,  the  scope  for 
substitution of oil  by  coal  i1  relativeLr  large.  Table  1  assumes  a 
four-fold  i~crease in  coal  use  in general  industry  from  its current 
modest  level,  and  still more  is possible.  Significant progress  has  been 
made  already  in  the  cement  industry.  In  other  branches  of  industry, 
especially those  which  are  energy-intensive,  improvements  in traditional 
combustion  techniques  and  the  commercia~isation of  the  most  modern 
technologies  such  as fluidised  bed  combustion  should  help  to  stimulate 
change.  But  there  are  numerous  problems,  which  are discussed further 
below.  An  expansion  of direct  coal  us~; }n the domestic  sector is 
unlikely  in  the  Community  as  a  whole,  but  there is scope  for  significant 
It •! 
growth  in indirect  domestic  use  by  means  of district· heating  schemes. - 5  -
9.  A pa~ticular uncertainty  in  the  long-term  forecasts  relates  to 
the  potential  new  markets  for  coal  as  the  raw  material  in  the 
production  of  Liquid  or  gaseous  fuels.  1  The  size of  these  markets 
will  depend  on  future  trends  in  the price of coal  itself; the price 
and  availability of oil  and  gas  from  ~d~e conventional  sources; 
as  well  as  the  success  of  research,  development  and  demonstration 
(R,  D & D).  The  best  expert  advice  available to  the  Commission 
indicates,  however,  that  the  demand  for  coal  as  a  raw  material 
is  unlikely  to  be  a  very  significant  element  in  overall  demand 
for  coal  within  the  Community  over  the  next  20  years. 
(ii)  ENHANCING  THE  PROSPECTS  FOR  COAL·  USE 
(a)  Greater  price  transparency 
10.  Over  the  past  few  years  there  has  Reen  a  significant  increase 
in  the  price of  steam  coal  on  the  world  market  in  response  to  increased 
demand  world-wide1•  The  price of  steam  coal  to  consumers  in  the 
Community  has  however  remained  competitive  with  that  of oil products 
'  I 
1This  resulted  largely  from  increased  demand  for  coal  in electricity-
generation,  which  rose  by  25%  for  the  IEA  as  a  group  and  by  31%  in 
the  Community  as  a  whole  1973-1980. 
In  contrast  to  the  trends  in  steam  coal  prices,  those  of  coking 
coal,  traditionally  significantly higher,  have  moved  upwards  much 
more  slowly  and  differentials  wit~  steam  coal  prices  almost 
eliminated.  An  upturn  in  demand  for  coking  coal  would  b~  Likety 
to  Lead  to  pressure  to  reestablish  theie differentials. - 6  -
to  a  degree  which  at  first  sight  would  appear  to  be  sufficient 
to  compehsate  for  coal's  inconvenience  and  to  provide  some  incentive 
to  conversion  from  oil- to  coal-fired  installations.  Uncertainty, 
however,  about  whether  coal's  existing  price  advantage  can  be  maintaine 
in  the  Longer-term  is one  important  obstacLe  to  the  more  rapid growth 
of  Community  demand.  An  acceleration  in  the  growth  of  coal  use  will 
therefore  require  the  encouragement  of  a  climate  of  confidence  in  the 
future  availability of  coal  at  competitive  prices. 
11.  No-one  can  forecast  precisely  how  the  price of  coal  on  the  markets 
of  the  Community  will  move  in  relation  to  that  of  alternatives  over 
the  coming  years.  A great  deal  wiLL  depend  on  the  success  of  action 
to  meet  potential  difficulties on  the  supply  side  which  is outlined 
below  (paras  33  ff)  and it is for this reason that  the  Co~~ission proP< 
this action.  But  a  precondition of greater confidence  about  the future 
.better understanding of present trends with regard  to  prices paid with: 
12.  A  larqe  share  of  coal  oroduced  within  the  Community  is  sold 
at  prices  aliqned  on  those  of  imported  coal.  The  Commission's 
responsibility  is to  ensure  that  this  alignment  is  practised  on  a 
basis  consistent  with  the  ECSC  Treaty  and  subsequent  ECSC 
( 
decisions.  To  that  end  the  Commission  has  access  to  regular  informatio 
about  both  domestic  coal  prices  and  the  prices of  imports.  It 
receives  regular  information  about  pit-head prices  of  Community  coal; 
the  main  details of  contracts  for  both  domestic  and  imported  coking  cos 
and  quarterly  information  on  volumes,  source,  calorific  value  and  avera 
cost  of  steam  coal  imports  for  use  in  power  stations"  This  informatior 
is  used  by  the  Commission  to  calculate  and  publish  an  indicative  floor 
price  for  coking  coal  produced  in  the  Community  and  a  Community  average ...  7-
13.  There  are  a  number  of shortcomings  in the  information available 
to  the  Co~~ission.  In particular the pit-head prices  of Community  coal 
are  not  prepared  on  a  fully consistent basisp  reflecting comparable 
treatment  by all Member  States of production subsidies$  Nor  do they 
ahmys  provide  an  accurate reflection of the· prices paid by the  consumerp 
given  the  incidence of transport,  handling costsw  alignment  rebates 
(paragraph  12)  and  wholesale  marginse 
14 ..  More  importantly from  the  point  of view of improving general 
knowledge  of how  the  coal  market  operates,  the detailed information 
available  to  the  Commission  in  the  context  of its responsibilities under 
the  ECSC  Treaty is provided  on  a  conf'idential basis..  The  published 
inf'orma.tion  is thus  of only limited use  in the  wider context  of 
general market  trru1sparency. 
15.  'l'he  Commission believes,  therefore,  that  in order to  a,pply these conditions 
most  favourably to the  development  of coal  consumption,  some  imp~ovement 
in the  quality and  detail  of  information available to potential  coal  consumers 
about  market  trends  should  and  can be  made~  In its  Co~~unication to the 
Council  on  Energ;y Prices1it.  emphasized the  need  for greater transparency 
of all energy prices as  a.n  essential  element  in the  development! of 
rational pricing policies and  thereby in the  encouragement  of sensible 
action by investors and  conswners~  In its initial Conclusions  of 
') 
3  December  1981.._  the Council  endorsed  the  importance  of  a.  general  improvement 
in transparency.  Coal  should. clearly be  included  in this  process~  Indeed,  the 
existing flow  of information to the  Corr.mission  should  perhaps  make  it easier 
to  identify more  rapidly than  in other sectors what  is  feasible~ 
1 
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Commission  intends  both  to  seek  improvements  in  the  information 
available  to  it  about  coal  prices  and  to  consider  how  best  to  make 
greater  information  more  widely  available.  Specific  improvements 
in  the  quality of  information  will  be  sought: 
from  Community  producers  by  modifications  to  ECSC  Decision 
72/443  on  the  notification of  prices  applied  to  different 
.  f  .  d.ff  .  1  categor1es  o  consumer  1n  1  erent  reg1ons  ; 
from  Member  States,  by  the  extension of  existing  arrangements 
relating  to  information  about  prices  of  steam  coal  imports.  ECSC 
Decision  77/7072  applies  only  to  ste~m  coal  for  power  station use 
and  provides  simply  for  aggregated  data; 
I  . 
by  means  of  wider  consumer  surveys.  ·• 
(b)  The  Stimulation of  Investment 
16.  The  obstacles  to  investment  in  coal-fired  boilers  in general 
industry  were  analysed  in  some  detail  in  the  Commission's  Communication 
to  the  Council  on  the  Substitution of  Coal  for  Oil  in  Other  Industries3. 
This  analysis  has  been  taken  up  and  developed  in  the  Commission's  more 
recent  Communication  on  Investment  in  the  Rational  Use  of  Energy. 
1oJ  L297/45  of  30.12.72. 
2oJ  L292/11  of  16.11.77. 
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Broadly  the  picture  is  that  many  industrial  users  are deterred 
by  the  long  pay-back  periods  and  appear-reluctant  to  convert 
at  Least  until  their  installations  rea~h the  end  of their natural 
life-time  (because  of  the  "youth"  of  many  oil-fired installations  ,, 
a  Large  percentage  have  still many  yea~s to  run).  This  reluctance 
varies  according  to  the  importance  of .~Dergy costs  in  total 
manufacturing  costs  of  the  industry  concerned  and  the  financial 
situation of particular  industries.  In  the  present  financial 
and  economic  climate,  however,  the general  tendency  throughout 
industry  is  to  make  finance  avail~ble as  a  first priority to 
new  investment  in  the  manufacturing  process  itself  rather than 
to  more  efficient  ways  of  raising  heat. 
17.  Some,  Member  States  (e.g.· France, ,United  Kingdom)  have  already 
taken  action to  help  overcome  the  understandable  reluctance of 
investors.  The  Commission  intends  to  monitor  closely  the experience 
of  this  action  at  national  level  and  to  consider  the  need  for 
complementary  efforts,  whether  at  nati~nal or  at  Community  level, 
and  the  most  appropriate  form  which  they  should  take. 
18.  The  commission  believes  that  in  any  case  a  clear political 
commitment  by  Member  States  to  encourage  conversion  to  coal  would 
be  a  very  helpful  element  in  removing  any  remaining  doubts  on  the 
part  of  potential  investors  about  the  importance  attached  by  the 
Community  and  Member  States to  such  investment.  Such  a  commitment 
should  apply  to  the  encouragement  of  coal  use  not  only  in general 
industry but  also  in  public  buildings  and  in district  heating, 
whether  from  heat  sources  alone  or  from  combined  heat  and  power 
installations,  which  offer particularly:attractive  possibilities. - 10  -
The  Commission 
now  seeks  the  agreement  of  the  Council  to  two  Council  Recommendations 
CEEC)  intended  to  encourage  investment  in  coal-fired  installations  in 
general  industry  (Annex  1a)  and  public  buildings  and  district  heating 
(Annex  1b).  Under  the  terms  of  the  instruments  proposed,  Member 
States  are  recommended  to  take  all  the  measures  necessary  to  encourage 
investment  in  conversion  and  reconversion  to  coal  in  these  sectors 
and  to  report  annually  to  the  Commission.  The  Comm)ssion  would 
monitor  closely  what  steps  are  taken  and  make  any  necessary 
proposals  to  the  Council. 
(c)  Refir~ the  technology  of  coal  use 
19.  The  prospects  for  increased  coal  use  can  be  enhanced  by  a 
continuation  and  reinforcement  of  efforts  already  under  way  to 
improve  the  efficiency  of  existing  methods  of  coal  use  and  to  develop 
and  commercialise  new  technologies. 
20.  These  prospects  are  particularly  favourable  in  the  heat  sector, 
where  substantial  progress  has  already  been  made  in  recent  years 
in  the  development  of  technologies  such  as  fluidised  bed  combustion; 
in  the  use  of  mixtures  of  coal  and  oil  and  of  coal  and  water;  and 
in  improvements  in  boiler  design  and  control.  Many  of  these 
developments  should  be  of  general  application to  industry  and 
they  will  also  be  of  value  in  improving  the  efficiency  and  flexibility 
of  power-station  operations. - 11  -
21.  One  area  to  which  renewed  attention must  now  be  given  is the 
development  of  more  effective  uses  for  the  waste  produced  in  the  coa 
combustion  process.  Annual  consumption  of  500  m tonnes  of  coal  as 
forecast  for  2000  would  produce  at  least  75  m tonnes  of  waste  and  as 
For  environmental  reasons  as  well  as  t~ose of  efficient  resource 
use efforts must  be  stepped  up  to  turn it to  more  productive  use 
(see  paragraph  32  below). 
22.  R,  D and  Don  the  process  of  conversion  of  solid fuels  to 
liquids  and  gases  is  in  a  separate  category.  As  noted  above 
(paragraph  9),  it offers  the  prospect  eventually of  opening  up  new 
markets  for  coal.  The  processes  involved  are  already  well  understoo 
but  they  need  to  be  considerably  refined  before  their  large-scale 
I 
technical  and  commercial  viability  can  pe  determined.  In  the  presen 
state of  knowledge  gasification  appears  the  more  promising  of  the 
two,  both.  from  a  technical  as  well  as.an  economic  point  of  view, 
offering  the  prospect  of  a  range  of  gas~s of different  calorific 
values  that  can  be  used  for  heat-raising  in  general  industry,  as 
a  raw  material  in  the  chemical  industry,  in  efficient  combined 
cycle  operations  in  power  stations,  and  for  combined  heat  and  power. 
Liquefaction,  on  the other  hand,  faces  more  difficult technical 
I 
problems  and  its potential  is  restricted  Largely  to  the  transport, 
' 
heat  and  chemicals  sectors.  But  a  more  definitive  judgment  about 
the  prospects  for  either gasification.or  liquefaction  will  not  be 
possible  without  a  great  deal  of  further  work. 
'I - 12  -
23.  It  is  important  that  the  Community  as  such  should  play  an  active 
role  in  encouraging  the  necessary  tec~hological developments  to  enhance 
the  prospects  for  coal  use.  Member  St~tes already  accept  the  logic  of 
Community  involvement  generally  in  support  of  energy  R & D;  and  support 
for  R &  D on  improved  coal  p_roduction .a.nd  coke  oven  techniques,  and 
mining  safety  has  been  given  by  the  ECSC  Budget.  In  theory  the  ECSC 
Budget  could  be  used  also  to  finance  R & D on  new  ~nd  improved  methods 
of  coal  use.  In  practice,  however,  the  Level  of  obligatory  expenditure 
from  it;  the  need  to  maintain,  and  if possible  increase  expenditure 
on  R & D to  enhance  productivity  in  the  Communityls  mining  industry 
(paragraph  40);  and  the  impossibility  in  present  circumstances  of 
increasing  the  revenue  side  of  the  Budget  by  raising  the  levy  on  coal 
and  steel produced  in  the  Communit~ rules  this  out  for  the  foreseeable 
future.  The  Commission  therefore  believes  that  Community  involvement 
in this  field  will  of  necessity  imply  recourse  to  the  Community's 
general  budget.  It  will  make  specific proposals  accordingly. 
24"  Going  beyond  R &  Dr  the  Commission.reemphasises  the  im'portance 
'  I 
which  it attaches  to  the  demonstration  9f  the  technical  and  commercial 
viability of  new  processes.  Some  Memb~r States  have  shown  by  their 
own  actions  the  degree  to  which  they  share  the  Commission
1 s  analysis  •, 
on  this  point:  the  German  government,  for  example,  has  embarked  on 
a  5-year  programme  on  coal  gasification.and  Liquefaction,  involving 
a  total  projected  commitment  of  1  bn  DM  (400  m ECUs).  The  Council 
has  recognised  the  importance  of  Community  involvement  in  this process 
by  agreement  to  a  4-year  programme  of  s~pport for  demonstration  projects 
in  the  same  field,  subject  to  a  financial  ceiling  of  SO  mECUs.  The 
Commission  in  1980  proposed  a  doubling  of  this  ceiling"  As  to  the  Longer 
term  future  of  this  programme  the  Commission  wi L  L be  making  proposaLs 
later this  year.  At  the  same  t·ime  it  ~~ i l L  propose  similar  programmes 
in  the  fields  of  new  combustion  technologies  and  use  of  coal  waste. .  ~  ', 
- 13-
,, 
R,  D  a.'1d  D has  a.  vi  tal rOle  to play in enhancing the  prospects  for 
coal  use~  Support  from  the  ECSC  budget  for R & D to enhance  coal 
production  and  cok&-oven  techniques  and  to improve  mining safety 
sho'.lld  be  complemented by recourse to the  Community's  general 
budget  to develop  new  and  improved  methods  of using solid fuels 
(including lignite and  peat). 
T·1oreoverf  Council  decisions must  soon  be  taken  about  the  future 
of the  Community's  existing programmes  for demonstration projects 
in coal  gasification and  liquefaction,  and.  about  upcoming proposals 
for  similar progra.·nrnes  covering new  combustion technologies  and 
the use  of coal wastee 
(d)  ~  Tr~?tment....£,[.~vironmental Pro~ 
25~  The  impact  on  public health and on.the  environment  of the  production 
and  use  of all fo:cms  of energ-J demands' ·careful  a.ttentiono 
Coa.l  production  and utilization do  not  form  an  exception to this rule 
and1  moreover~  pose  certain specific problemso  Recognizing these 
problems~  the  Commission  caused a  special study on  ·this  topic to be 
ca~ried out1  which  has  supplemented  other studies and reports prepared 
both in the  Member  States  and by va.riou.s  international organizations. 
:I 
1  . 
The  Environmental  Impact  of Future  Coal  Production  and  Use  in the  EEC 
ERL 7  London,  October  1981 14 
The  conclusion to  be  drawn  from  such  studies is that  the likely 
effects  on  public health  and  on  the  environment  of increased coal 
use within the  Community  are  not  such as to lead the public authorities to 
sJ.ow  down  efforts  aimed  at  conversion to coal,  provided that  a  certain 
num"ber  of measures  &.re  taken to prevent  or' limit  the  pollution 
phenomena.  that  an  increased recourse to coal  carmot  but  engendere 
26~  'rhe  mai:n  form  of pollution resulting f:("om  coal  combustion is 
the  associated e;nission ot oxidus  of  sulph1.1.r~  o:x:icleE:  of nitrogen 
C!.Xld  suspended. pa:rticulate  ma;tte:r·o  '.rhe  eff't:cts  of this pollution 
are  feltf  in the first place  on  the  ground  in tbe neighbourhood 
of the  •::t>ntres  of  consumption"  It also has  effects  in  othe:t~ 
regions  through  long-dista~nce t:ra.nsport  of  the  poLlutants "'hich.F 
under  certain combinations  of atmospheric  comh  tio:ns  P  may  contribute 
to the  formation  of acid  rain~  The  latter de.serve  close attention in the futu::e, 
27  ~  ITa;~ious measures  have  been  -!;aken  a..."1d  applied to  li:ni  t  these 
emissions  to  acceptable  levels  on  ground~ .of both public health 
and  environmental  protection~  At  Comrrnmity level this  involves, 
.  t.  l  th  "I  •  t.  ~  D.  t.  1  1n  par  1cu. ar,  e  app~:tca  :~.on  or  a,  :t.rec  :tve 
setting quali  t;>r  norms  for  so2  a.r,d  suspended particulates that  must 
not be  exceedede 
"1 
Council Directive  80/779/Eiif.'- of 15 July 1980,  OJ  L  229  of 30c8.1980 - 15  -
28.  It is the responsibility of the Member  States to. put  this 
Directive  into q:>eration by taking  th~ iappropriate  steps to 
observe  the  norms  either by facilitai;;:i,ng the  dispersion of the 
pollutan~s or by limiting the  amount ;pf sulphur and  dust  released 
by the  combustion  of coal  (through,  for  example,  the use  of low 
sulphur coals,  application of desulphurisation techniques  or the 
installation of flue  gas  scrubbers). 
In applying the Directive the Member  States should also identify 
the  areas most  affected by the  emissions  in question,  prepare 
plans for the  progressive reduction of pollution in those  zones 
and  submit  their schemes  to the Commission. 
Being  aw.are  of the  large  investments .;necessary for desulphurisation, 
~  '  l  ~ 
the  Commission  has  sought,  and will  qo~tinue to seek by means  of 
R,  D & D  progr~~mes,  to  encourage  the  qevelopment  and utilisation 
of new  combustion techniques  and,  in particular,  the use  of the 
technique  of fluidised bed combustion.(see  paragraph  20  above). 
29.  At  the  international level,.  the  Community  and  its Member  States. 
are party·to the  international  conven~ion, set up within the  framework 
of the  Economic  Commission for  Europe  (Geneva),  on  long-range trans-
boundary air pollution from  sulphuT  e~issions which  was  signed  in 
November  1979.  ,;  ;: - 15a -
30.  The  emission  of co2  resulting from  t.~e  combustion  of all solid 
fuels,  constitutes another  form  of pollution.  The  concentration 
of co
2 
in the  atmosphere  and its possible effects  on  temperature 
are  not well understood  and  form  the  subject  of research at 
international  levelo  The  latter must  be  pursued.  The  Community 
finances  some  of this work  under the  research programme  on climatology 
which  began  in 1980. 
31"  Ac  noted earlier  (pa.rao'7aph  21  ) 1  further research  and  development 
is desirable  on  a  more  productive  v.se  for  the  ash  and  other ;v-aste 
produced  in the  coal  combustion  p:ror:;esso  Ash  is already used  as  a 
component  in  cement  and  concrete  and 7  together Hith  other residues 
of coal-burn?  cou1ci  be  used  a.s  matarial for  construction~  road·-bu:i  .. lding7 
quarry infill and  lar1d  restoration after openca.st  mj.ning.,  Tb.e 
Commission  wi J.l  shortly take  the  initiative in bringing together the 
industries  concerned to  examine  wi·th  the:n.  ways  of making the best  possible 
use  of these  I"esidueso 
32..  As  far  as  coal  production is  concerned,  the  impact  of deep  mines 
on  "green field" sites can be  reduced if certain precautions are 
taken  from  the  beginning and  the  install~tions are  appropriately 
designedo  The  preliminary  impact  studies advocated by the  Commission 
should  pla.y  a  decisive role  in this respect,  as well  as  in the 
search for  the  most  suitable ways  of improving the  transport~  conversion and 
utilization of growing runounts  of colliery spoil. 
For  opencast mining,  the  initial  impact  is substantial but  temporaryo 
In relation to this  type  of mining  oper~tion  techniques  for  land 
reclamation have  made  significant progress  over the  past  few  years  and 
should be  systematically appliede - 16  -
'l"he  utilisation  of  coal  causes  certain problems  from  the  point  of 
view  of protecting public health and  the. eiwironment.  Tney are, 
hm~ever,  not  of such  an  order  of magnitude 1r1hich  would prejudice 
a  Community  policy aiming at higher coal  u·sec  But  this necessitates 
the  systematic  implementation  of  appropriate~ preferably preventive 
measures,  the  application  of available modern  technologies,  and 
the  development  of new  technologies., 
The  Commission will  ensure  that  Member  States respect  Community 
legislation concerning the  emission  of  so2  and particulates and will 1 
if need be,  develop  further the  Commu..""l.ity's  legislative  instruments~ 
The  Community  must  continue,  particularly:through its R&D  programmes,  to 
promote  the  development  and  demonstration of less-polluting combustion 
techniques  and  to play an active role  in international cooperation on 
the  control  of transboundary pollutione 
Greater efforts must  be  made  By  the  Comm\Pf~ty and its Member  States: 
in the  field of research  aimed  at  improving the understanding of 
the  possible  climatological effects of·co2  emissions; 
to  make  use  of coal  combustion residues,  and particularly of fly ash; 
to investigate,  before  the  opening of new  mines,  the  mosy  appropriate 
means  of minimising the  effects of mining operations  on  the  surroundings. 
~------------------~--------------------------------------------------------d 
II  o  - CO A:L  SU?PL Y 
33o  As  noted earlier,  the  prospects  for  increased coal  consumption  in 
the  Com:-:1unity  over the  coming years  are  inextricably bound  up  with those  for 
additional  secure  supplies at  competitive ·prices.  The  willingness of 
investors  to install new  systems  of combusfion presupposes  confidence  about 
the  longer-term availability of :3uch  supplieso  Equally,  ho'.-leverr  the  develop-
mont  of production capacity,  whether at  home  or abroad,  and  of the associated 
har;clhng wd  trec.t.ment  installations and  infrastructure  (ports,  railways, 
~;hj_pping 7  slurry pipelines  and  so  on) will  requ.ire  investment  on  a  verJ 
L;:rge  scale which  cannot  be  justified in the  absence  of reasonable  prospects 
for  futare  demand~ - 17  -
34.  Since  1973  Community  coal  output  has  never  returned  to  its 
1973  level  (270  m tonnes)  despite  the  objectives  agreed  by  the 
Council  in  19741  which  presupposed  the  return  to  and  maintenance 
of  this  Level  of  output  under  economically  satisfactory  conditions 
through  to  1985.  Consequently  the  contribution of  indigenous  coal 
to  the  Community's  total  coal  requirements  has  declined  and  that 
of  imported  coal  has  experienced  a  steady  rise: 
TABLE  2  STRUCTURE  OF  COMMUNITY  COAL  SUPPLY 
1973  and  1980 
1973 
Mt 
Community  production  270 
Coal  imports:  30 




Centrally  planned  economics 
...  ( 16) 
Developing  countries  CLDCs)  (0) 
Total  available  supply  :i  300 
Stock  variation  4  +10 











1  · L  .  f  9  Counc1  Resolut1on  o  17.12.1974,  OJ  C153,  July  1975. 
2Provisional  figure  for  1981  = 245  m tonnes. 
1980 
Mt  % 
2472  77 
74  23 
(57)  17.7 
( 17)  5.3 
(0)  -
321  100 
-7  -
314  -
3Principally  Poland.  Polish  imports  rose  to  16m tonnes  in  1976 
but  declined  to  13.7  m tonnes  in  1980  and  4.8  in  1981. 
4 
+  = withdrawals  from  stocks 
= addition  to  stocks. - 18  -
35.  On  present  trends  the  figure  of  270m  tonnes  is  unlikely  to 
be  met,  if  at  all,  until  close  to  the  end  of  the  century.  This 
judgment,  which  is  in  Line  with  that  of  the  Association  of  the  Coal 
Producers,of  the  European  Community1,  c~Lls  into  question  the 
usefulness  of  the  present  objective  and  indicates  the  need  to  take 
a  new  look  at  the  problems  and  prospects  for  the  Community  industry 
in  the  light  of  devetopments  since  1974. 
36.  Such  a  judgment  also  means  that  over  the  coming  years,  the 
bulk  of  the  Community
1s  additional  requirements  for  coal  will 
have  to  come  from  imports.  On  the  assumptions  made  in  paragraph  6 
above,  coal  import  requirements  in  the  year  2000  could  be  three 
or  four  times  the  present  Level.  The  availability of  supplies 
on  this  scal.e  cannot  be  tak:en  for  granted  and  specific potential 
problems  need  now  to  be  addressed  by  the  Community,  including· the 
implications  for  security of  supply.  These  issues  are  considered 
in  paragraphs  43  to  58. 
(i)  THE  PROBLEMS  AND  PROSPECTS  OF  THE  COMMUNITY'S  COAL  INDUSTRY 
:i 
37.  The  bulk  of  Community  coal  is  de~p7mined and  most  of  it, 
Largely  for  geological  reasons,  more  costly to  exploit  than  coal 
from  overseas  suppliers.  The  current  .Community  production  can  be 
divided  into  three  broad  categories  in .terms  of  its economic 
viability and  its competitivity  with  i~ports: 
1western  Europe's  New  Coal  Economy,  CEP~EO,  November  1981. - 19  -
(a)  50-60  m tonnes  (20-25%)  which  is profitable on  any 
calculation,  and  fully  competitive  with  imported  coal; 
(b)  140-150  m tonnes  (60-65%)  which  is  currently unprofitable, 
though  in  many  cases  only  marginally  so.  Its competitivity 
with  imported  coal  depends  on  both  trends  in  production 
costs  (which  can  be  improved  by  productivity  improvements) 
and  movements  in  the  cost  of  imported  coal  (these  can  be 
heavily  influenced  simply  by  c~anges  in  the  value  of 
the  us  dollar  against  Community  currencies); 
(c)  40  m tonnes  (15%)  which  is  very  unprofitable  and 
uncompetitive,  with  production  costs  more  than  100% 
above  the  delivered  cost  of  imports. 
I 
38.  The  maintenance  of  unprofitable  capacity  would  not  be  possible 
~ithout the  systems  of  support  which  have  been  developed  in  all 
:he  Community's  coal-producing  countrtes  (see  Annex  5).  In  the 
)ast  seven  years,  despite  sharp  rises  in  thepr·iceof·imported  coal, 
the  cost  of  this  support  has  tripled  in.nominal  terms  and  doubled 
I 
in  real  terms,  moving  from  1350  MECUs  in  1975  to  3844  MECUs  in  1981. 
This  is  equivalent  to  5  ECUs  per  tonne  in  1975  (or  15%  of  total  sales 
revenues)  and  16  ECUs  per  tonne  in  1981  Cor  23%  of  total  sales 
revenues).  The  Member  States  concerned. have  found  it  increasingly 
difficult  to  finance  this  support,  especially at  a  time  of·growing 
pressure  on  government  budgets. - 20  -
39.  The  involvement  of  Member  States  serves  a  twin  objective.  First, 
there  is  the  social  objective of  maintaining  employment,  often  in 
regions  where  coal  production  is, alongside  the  depressed  steel 
industry,  the  only  main  economic  activity  and  the  scope  for 
redeployment  of  the  Labour  force  therefore  extremely  Limited1• 
Second,  there  is  an  energy  policy objective  related to  the  maintenance 
of  at  Least  existing  Levels  of  production  capacity  :  the  cost  of 
maintaining  this  capacity  can  be  seen  as  a  kind  of  premium  paid 
by  society  as  a  whole  in  each  of  the  countries  concerned  for  the 
greater  security of  supply  which  domestic  production  should  bring 
and  insurance  against  seriously  adverse price  developments  on  the 
world  markets. 
40.  There  are  four  main  ways  in  which.the  general  situation of  the 
industry ,can  be  improved  and  the  grow,ing  cost  of  this  premium 
I  ' 
reduced.  Inevitably,  however,  the  inc~eased modernisation  of 
the  industry  to  which 
for  total  employment2 
they  will  contribute,  will  have  implications 
These  will  require  particular attention  by 
Member  States  and  by  the  Community  under  the  ECSC  Treaty: 
1some  500  000  people  are  currently  employed  directly  in  coal  mining 
in  the  Community.  Together  with  ancillary  and  related  industries 
(trading,  transport,  mining  equipmeni,  processing,  etc)  the  coal 
sector  employs  at  Least  1  m. 
2rn  this  context  it  should  be  remember~d that  the  wages  bill of  the 
coal  industry  accounts  on  average  for  60%  of  total  costs.  Since 
1973  miners'  wages  have  risen  on  aver~ge by  3-4%  a  year  in  real 
terms~ much  the  same  as  total  costs  in  the  industry.  The  future 
cost  structure of  the  industry  will  depend  on  the  irteraction 
between  improvements  in  productivity  and  the  evol• ..  :·  , of  · 
the  total  wages  bill. - 21  -
(i)  the  more  widespread  applic~tion of  modern  technology 
to  parts  of  the  industry  where  this  seems  Likely  to 
produce  positive  results(the  capacity  described  in 
paragraph  37  b).  The  scop~,!for substantial  improvements 
is  Limited,  however,  by  the  high  degree  of  mechanisation 
that  already  exists  at  the  coal  face,  though  there  is 
certainly potential  for  continuing  modernisation  of  some 
of  the  processes  away  from  the  face  itself; 
Cii)  increasins  the  rate  of  equipment  use.  At  present 
the  average  rate  of  equipment  use,  especially  at  the 
coal  face,  is  about  20-30%  9f  the  theoretical  potentiaL1• 
This  is  a  very  Low  rate  and, substantially  reduces  the 
' ;  ~ 
return  on  capital  employed.  There  are  many  reasons 
'  ' 
for  it: notably,  unreliability of  the  equipment 
itself, difficulties  in  the  control  and  command  of 
operations  at  the  face,  technical  or organisational 
problems  away  from  the  face  itself  which  impact  indirectly 
on  face-work.  Where  these  problems  can  be  overcome 
experience  has  shown  that  utilisation  rates  of  over 
40%  are  already  possible; 
(iii)  improvements  in  available  technology.  In  the  longer-term 
productivity  can  be  improve~ by  the  fruits  of  R & D on 
key  elements  in  the  coal  production process,  especially 
R & D into  some  of  the  causes  of  the  problem  of  Low  rates 
of  equipment  use.  Special  attention  must  be  given  to  ways 
of  improving  the  strength  and  reliability of  coal-face 
equipment  and  applying  new.systems  of  effective  remote-
control  and  computerisation of  operations. 
1Assuming  round-the-clock  use  every  day  of  the  year. - 22  -
i  ,' 
The  ECSC  Budget  has  financed direct Community  involvement 
in support  for research  and  development  on  the  means  to more 
efficient  coal  production.  This  support  must  be  continuedo 
But  in view  of the  constraints discussed in para~raph 23 7 
it is important  that the  funds  availabie  should be  concentrated 
on  applied research7  on  the promotion of new  and  promising 
technologies  and  on  techniques which  seem  designed to have 
general  applicatione  Only in that way  are  they likely to 
make  an early contribution to  improved productivit;y
1
; 
( i v)  further rationalisation  of the  structure of the  industry. 
':'be  Community  has  to face  the uncomfortable fact  -that  a  large 
nwnber  of its mines  will never reach a  level of productivity 
sufficient to make  them  even marginally profitable  or compet-
itive vii th  operations  abroad~ no  mat.ter  how  modern the  technology 
invested in them  or how  efficiently that technology is usedo 
The  rate at which  new  productive mines  can  be  opened,  and 
the health of the  Community  mining industry improved,  will be 
linked to  the  rate  at which  uneconomic  capacity is phased  out~ 
This  process  of rationalisation has,been underway  for  some  timeo 
On  present plans by the Community·. industry some  10-20 m tonnes  of 
profitable new  capacity will  come  into operation over the  next 
10 yearso 
1
A similar approach  should  be  adopted to  Co~rnunity support  for R & D 
into better coke-oven  techniques  and  ~nto improved health and  safety 
in mineso - 23  -
41.  Increased  mechanisation  at  existing  pits,  the  development  of  new 
mining  technology  and  the  opening  up  of  new  productive  mines  are  very 
costly.  Investment  in  the  Community  mining  industry  amounted  to 
1.8 bn  ECU  in  1981  and  this  figure  will  ~~~e to  grow  in  real  terms 
over  the  coming  years  if  there  is to  be  substantial  progress  in 
improving  the  structure  and  viability of  the  industry  as  a  whole. 
The  necessary  finance  can  be  found  only  to  a  limited  extent  from 
the  industry's  own  resources  of  cash;  at  the  same  time  the  ability 
of  the  industry  to  sustain  an  increased  burden  of  interest  charges 
and  capital  repayments  of  Loan  finance  is  also severely  constrained 
by  its existing  financial  situation. 
42.  There  is  therefore  a  real  risk  that  the  industry  wiLL  be  unable 
to  break  out  of  the  vicious  circle  in  which  a  low  average ·level  of 
productivity  caused  by  the  maintenance  of an uneconomic  capacity 
reduces  the  industry
1s  financial  capacity  to  effect  the  necessary 
improvements  required  to  put  itself on  a  sounder  general  financial 
footing.  It  is  therefore  of  great  importance  that  measures  of 
support  by  Member  States  should  be  concentrated  as  far  as  possible 
on  the  process  of  modernisation  and  rationalisation.  In  this  context 
it should  be  recalled that  the  1974  objectives1  referred  to  the 
maintenance  of  Community  coal  production  at  a  steady  Level  only 
"under  economically  satisfactory  concitions".  This  same  qualificat·ion 
is  repeated  in the  Commission  Decision  CECSC  528/76)  relating  to  coal 
industry  aids.  For  its part,  the  Commiss~on intends  to  follow  its past 
practice,  Limiting  such  Community  support  as  is  available  (notably 
ECSC  Loans,  to  a  small  extent  at  subsidised  rates  of  interest  -
see  Annex  S)to  investment  in  economic  or at  present marginally unprofitable 
capacities. 
1
council  Resolution  of  17  December  1974,  OJ  C153,  9.7.75,  p.4. r-------~--------------·=-------·------~--------·---·---~------·--------------------·------y 
Community  coal  production  of-fers distinct  advantages  over  imported  coal 
in terms  of security of  .supply  a.Yld  insurance  against  the risk of adverse 
price developme':'ltS  on  the vJOrld  market  0  A heal  thy Community  industry 
is  in  the  interests of both  consumers  and  of its own  workers~  The 
prospects  can be  improved by further modernisation  a.YJ.d  rationalisation, 
with  gradual  closure  of those  pits that  are economically unviable 
and  the  opening up  of efficient new  productive  capacityo 
The  Commission  intends to  continue  to direct  such Community aid  as 
is available in support  of the  objectives of modernisation  and 
rationalisationc  It will also continue to meet  its responsibilities 
in the  fields  of re-adaptation of workers  in the  industry  and  to  pay 
full attention to  any new  social problems that arise using to. the  full 
the  provision of Article  56  of the  ECSC  Treaty.  The  long-term 
position of the  industry \'rould  be  enhanced by a  concentration of 
national measures  of support  on  the  prqmotion  of structural change 
and  improvements  in  productivity~ 
Support  for  R&D  from  the  ECSC  budget vd.ll  continue to be  an 
important  element  in helping to  improve  coal  production technology 
in the  longer--term.  It must  be maintained  and if possible  increasedo - 25  -
(ii)  THE  Hil:'LICATIONS  OF  INCREASED  COAL  IMPORTS  --
Devel~_pinR Rel§..l,Lons  >.J"i th  Sunpli.ers 
43o  Table  2  (paragraph  34)  shows  that  the  bulk  of Community coal  imports 
come  from  Industrialised Horld  sources  (principally USA,  S.  Africa, 
Australia,  Canada),  some  23%  from  Poland  and  the  USSR  combined,  and  a 
negligible  share  so  far  from  developing countries.  The  Industrialised 
vlorld  suppliers  are  likely to remain the main  sources  of HOrld  coal 
exports  and  the principal suppliers  of the  Community  for the  foreseeable 
1  future  • 
These  countries'  recoverable  reserves  are  large  enough  to  cope 
with  foreseeable  export  needs;  in most  cases it will be  possible 
to create  additional  coal  production capacity and  the  necessary 
infrastruqt'J.re relatively fast  and  at  reasonable  cost.  In  the  longer 
term,  more  suppliers  should enter the world marketo 
1Jevertheless,  special attention needs  to  be  paid to the resolution 
of potential problems  likely to  impact  .on  the  smooth  evolution of 
coal  trade  (paragraphs 44-45)  o  \{hether. Poland  and  the  USSR  can 
maintain their share  of the  Co~~unity market  is subject to particular 
tmcertainty at the present  time.  The  scope  for  an expanded role by 
developing countries is considered further  below  (paragraphs  46-4  7). 
1
Relative distances  bet·.1een  individual main  suppliers  c:>...nd  ::Burope 
will,  of course,  play a  role  in  determ~ning the  balance  between 
them: 
USA:  7  500  km  ( 12  ship-days) 
South  Africa:  11  500  k~ (19  ship-d~ys) 
Canada:  15  000  km  (25  ship-days) 
Australi<J.:  22  000 ku  ( 35  ship-days) - 26  -
(a)  The  Main  Coal  Exnorters 
44.  Tne  main  coal  exporters of the Industrialised World together 
1 
exported  some  165  m tonnes  of coal  in 1980,  or So%  of total world  exports 
while  the Community  for its part is the  largest single_importer of coal 
in the  \-l'Orlde  Hith the  prospect ihat the b-u.lk  of the  Com1nunity's 
increased demand  for  imports will fall .upon these countries,  three 
main questions deserve  consideration: 
( i)  vlill the necessary  investment  in ne"'1  production  capacity and 
associated transport  and  handling facilities be  forthcoming 
in the producing countries? 
The  main  exporting countries  have  substantial plans  for  investment 
in both coal production capacity and  in the  necessary ancillar,y 
infrastructure.  But  increases  in  capa:c~ty will not  occur overnight: 
the  opening up  of a  new  mine,  even if it is open-cast,  takes 
several years  and the  time  factor is ·of·particular importance where 
new  mining operations are started on  wgreen field'  sites~ 
l! 
1Excluding intra-Community and  intra-CMEA  trade  and  trade. 
between the  USA  and  Canada - 27-
The  potential role  for  non-·indigenous  and particularly Community capital in 
financing the  ~1ecessa..ry  investment  is uncertain for the  moment:  both Canada 
and ;\ustralia have  taken  measul'es  to control  investment  by foreign  companies 
.s.ndr  't~h•.:J:ce  the participation of  fo:reig:n  ~-:api tal requtres  special authorisation, 
this  may  proo.uce  delay  in  investment  progre_rnn,eso  The  involvement  of Cmnmuni ty 
enterprises in helping to  finance  the  exploitation ·Jf  overseas  coal  supplies 
(joint  venture  operati.ons)  would  however,  help to  cemen·~ trading relations 
a.nd  ensure that  production continues  to be  made  availabJ.e  for  e1,.-port.  to  the 
Co~nrnuni  t.y~  The  Commission  therefore m;J.e:r-1 ines its desir·a1Jili  ty~  together 
•,..ri th  the  need.  for  more  v-~;_d.espread,  conclusion  of  ·l.on,g--te:em  import  contracts 
so  :::.s  to give  suppliers greater conf:idence  abo-....1t  'thei:e  future  markets.,  As 
far as  joint  venture  opGrat ions  a-re  coz·~cerned 9  Couunvni ty loans  may  be  used 
to support  CfJrtain categories  of  irrvestment  u.r1de!·  specific condi:tionso 
(  j_ i) is _!~.!:._~~sk of  J2_l~i£~d. su_p.Pl.I  ma.'!J..J>Ule>.~.£._·5,?.L.E.'?...'::.~:-~xpor;0!.!,g 
_s:_orr~~~? 
It has  been  argued  tha·t  a  growing cor.centration  of reserves  and  prod.uction 
cc..pac.ity  in the  harrds  of  a  sma11  rr·Jmber  of multinational  companies,  many  of 
the:n  oj_l  companies,  could  lead.  eventua11y to the  creation of  a.D  international 
cartel  of'  coal  exocrters~  The  Commission believes that  this risk is limited 
by the  natural  forces  of competition,  the  flexil1le  ar1d  d.iversifi.ed structure 
of the  wo:r·ld.  coc:..l  market  (with its large  nu;·nber  of supplying countries  and 
compar.ies)  f  and  by existing aJ.'lt i-trust legislation in the main.  coal  exporting 
countries  o  But  possible  developments  m11st  be kept  under re,rieH  and  should  be 
an  element  in discussions between  the  Co:amunity  and  the  Governments  of the 
supplying countries  (paragraph 45). - 28  -
..  :1 
(iii) the policies of exportiD£L count,:jes  themselves  in relation to the 
international coal  trade 
Both prices and  supplies  are  currently subject to different  forms  of control 
by the  governments  of exporting countrieso  _§orne  (eego  Australia)  impose 
export  taxes;  others  (Canada,  Australia,  South Africa)  apply measures which 
effectively limit volumes  available  for export  or control foreign investment, 
Thus  far these policies have  had  no  significant effect •  But  the extension 
of  such  measures  could  have  more  serious  consequences,  particularly 
as _worLd  coaL  demand  increases. 
As  the largest trading entity in the world and the  largest  importer of coal, 
the  Community  has  a  vital interest in the  p~qmotion of free trade  in that 
commodi tyo  The  Commission  emphasizes  the  importance  of the ·international 
commitments  already made  in this respect within the  IEA  and  by the main 
industrialised countries meeting in the  framework  of the Western Economic 
Summits.  At  their Ministerial meeting  of 21-22  May  1979  the  Governing Board 
of the  IEA  adopted  a  set of Principles fer Action on Coal1  including action 
with respect to international trade,  notably in the  following terms: 
IEA  countries both as producers  and  consumers will facilitate the 
expansion of international trade  in coal  and  will do  so  on  a  basis which 
encourages  the  development  of stable relations between consumers 
and  producers,  on  fair,  reasonable  and  competitive terms,  especially 
by means  of long term  contractse  They will ensure  that  an  economic? 
fiscal  and  investment  climate prevails which  is conducive  to develop-
ment  of coal  productionr  trade  and utilization as  envisaged in these 
Principles for IEA  Action  on  Coalo  1  · ·  · 
·' 
1
IEA/ Press (79)  15,  22  M~y 1979,  paragraph 22 - 29-
And  at their Summit  meeting in Venice  in June  1980 the representatives  of the 
Seven,  together with  the  Community,  undertook to expand  coal  production  and 
use,  to encourage  long-term contracts between exporters  and  importers,  and  to 
improve  facilities for handling an  increased international trade  in coal
1
• 
Such  co~~itments expressly apply as  much  to the  importing countries 7 
including those  of the  Community,  as  to the  exporterso  The  Commission 
believes that Member  States should take  them fully into account  in 
determining their own  policieso 
45.  All these questions require  further  examin~tion in appropriate 
international meetings  and bilaterally with the  countries  concerned.  With 
many  of them  the  Community already has relations of confidence  and 
institutional machinery for regular consultation on issues of particular 
concerno  It is important  that  coal  tradi:t;le;  issues  should now  become  an 
important  feature  of those  consultations. 
The  major  Industrialised World  p~oducers will continue  to 
be  the  main  source of Community  c.oal  imports o Discussions 
of problems  likely to constrain the  development  of the 
international coal  trade  should become  an  important 
feature  in regular  consul  tat  ions.  :between them  and  the 
Community. 
The  Community  has  a  vital  intere~t in the  promotion  of a 
free  international coal  tradeo  The  Commission  draws 
I 
attention in this  context  to the  co~~itments to the  promo-
tion of the  international  coal  trade to which  the main 
exporting and  importing countries have  all  subscribe~. 
1Declaration on  Economic  Subjects by participants  in the Western Economic 
Summit,  Venice,  22-23  June  1980 - 30-
(b) Develoning Countries 
46ft  In the  present  state of knowledge,  the  follo\ving countries  have  reserves 
sufficient  to  support,  in theory at least,  the development  of sizeable exports 
for  the world market:  ,.  ll 
TABLE  3  COAL  RESERVES  AND  PRODUCTION  IN  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 
Estimated  1980  Production  Country  Recoverable  Reserves 
m tonnes  m tonnes 
Asia:  -
China  99.000  606.0 
India  12.600  107.8 
Indonesia  1.430  0.3 
Africa:  . :,  : 
Botswana  3.500  0.4 
Mozambique  240  0.5 
Svraziland  1.820  0.2 
Zambia  40  0.6 
Zimbabwe  755  3.1 
America: 
Columbia  1.010  4-5 
rliexico  1.200  7.1 - 31  -
Some  of them,  notably Columbia  and  Zimbabwe,  have  projects under way 
to  develop their reserves  and  have  shmm real interest in the possibility 
of exporting for the  world  market~  But  the  pace  of development  of the 
coal  industry in the  developing countrie.s  depends  heavily on the 
availability of  investment  finance  both for the  mining operations them-
selves  and  for  improvements  in infrastructure  ~pecially ports  and 
railways)o 
47.  The  likelihood of  only limited export availabilities from  the 
developing countries  in the  foreseeable  future  means  that their total 
contribution to Community  supplies will continue to remain  limited,  though 
they will make  a  contribution to diversificatione  The  Corr@unity, 
however,  has  an important  role to play in,providing financial  and 
technical help  in the  development  of their coal  industrieso  Within 
the  framework  of the  Lome  Convention,  a  number  of actions  have  already 
been trucen  in the  coal  sector in ACP  co~~tries,  notably in Zimbabwe  and 
Botswana which each expect  to export 5-10 mt  a  year in the  longer-termo 
Further agreements with Botswana are in prospect~ 
Action under  Lorn~  II to help  finance  the  development  of 
the mining  i"ndustries in ACP  countries  should be  expa.11ded 
and  complemented by appropriate  action with regard to non-
associated developing countries.  Hays  must  also be  found 
to  intensify relations with both associated and  non-
associated countries in training,  the  promotion of tech-
nology transfer and  supply of equipment 1  so as  to enable 
them  to benefit more  fully from  the  substantial technical 
experience  and kno\..rledge  about  mining operations available 
\..ri thin the  Communi tyo ,' 
- 32  -· 
The  Need  f~- Consu~  tation within the  C£.fR_munijx. 
48..  As  the world  coal market  expands it -vtill  bec~me much  more  complex, 
\<lith  more  and.  more  compru-,ies,  countries  and  organisations involved in 
providing a  grow:Lng diversity of  prorluction~ transport  and trading 
activities.  ~Ti"th the :prospect  of growing Community dependence  on this 
market  the need. within the  Community for the widespread  ava.i lab:\..1 i ty 
of accurate  i:nformation about  market  developments vfill grow,  Such 
information is essential if Community importers,, are. to be  ahle to provide 
the  most  economic  and  secure  service to their customers  and if the risk 
c·f  u...'Ulecessary market  pressure  is to be  avoided when  supply difficulties 
occur or are  thx·eatened. 
49..  The  Community  h-3-s  alr·eady had  a  'bitter f?retastef  i:n  the  developments 
on  tha world coal  ma:r·b3t  in '1980--8'1  1  of the difficulties that  can occur 
in the  a,1.)sence  0f  o,de<ru.ate  and  wid~~spreaAi information about  real market 
trend.  a"  Fo11 Ovling  the  fa.l:<.  in Polish exports  and  an expeet-ad miners' 
stril'::e  in the.  United  States~  S\l.dden  a.O.d:i.tional  d•::;ma.nd.  ;,ras  concentrated on 
US  suppliers~  The  latter wer-e  abJ.e  to supply but  the  consequence was  an 
over1oad.ing of the East  Coast  US  ports  .. ,  A::::  a.  result  of the  loading 
arrangements  in force  Comm.tmi ty :i.mpor·te:rs  were  c:ibliged to meet  large 
demu.rrage  (ivai  ting) charges which significantly inc:ree.sed the delivered 
ccst  of coaln  Other suppliers took arlvantage  of this  situa~ion to raise 
their ovm  prices by an ecp.tivalent  amount..  The  ri~Se in world  coal prices, 
the direct cost  of which to the Community was  of the order of ;5us  500m 
in 1981,· could have been largely avoided by a  better understanding on all 
sides  of what  was  happeninga - 33  .. 
50.  Other main  importing countries  (e  .• g ..  Japan)  have  already put in place 
a.rraligements  for consul  tat  ion procedures  involving importing enterprises  .. 
The  Commission believes that  the  Communi iy should follow suit so· as  to 
ensure  al1  appropriate  exchange  of information about  short- and  long-term 
market  trends  and  joint consideration of any necessary actionc  Such  a 
procedure would parallel t.he  :flexible  arrangementB that  already exist, 
for  example,  in respect  of oiL  It Houle.  need to be  so  stru.ctu:red as 
to avoid  a.ny  risk of a  restriction of competition,  but  in practice 
such  a  risk is  slight~ 
In order to help  improve  the  general perception of market 
trends  and  to  reduce  the risk of tmnecessary mai·ket  tension 
at times  of real or threatened sho:r.tages  of supply,  the 
Commission therefore  considers it ctesirable  for European 
companies  involved.  in coal  supply to make  appropriate 
arrru1gements  (for example,  through the  establishment  of 
a  professional assocation)  for the  regular exchange  of 
information about  short-term ma.'t'ket  developments  a."ld  longer--
term prospectsy  likely problema  and possible solutions. 
Such  a.rrangements  should. be of such  a  form  as to facilitate 
the  undertaking of specific action to meet  the  problems 
that are  icientified1  taking full account  of competition 
rules,  and  to provide for the  submission of suggestions 
to the  Commission1for action,  if appropriate,  at  Community 
level. 
1
Article 46,  ECSC  Treaty - 34-
Xhe  Handling exd  Trans~ort of  ~,Eor1~ 
51.  The  handling a.'1d  tr<msport within the  Community  of substantially 
increased coal  imports will require  some  improvements  in the  existing_· 
Con~unity infrastructure: 
some  port facilities will "have  to be  expanded  and  new  ones  constructed to 
cope with  la.r&,rer  ships,  to provide  much  bigger coal  storaoo-e  ·areas,  and 
to allow for  an  increasing n~~ber of coal  preparation plants  1 
the  existing railw~  systems  of the  Community  should,  on  the  whole~ 
be  ob1c  to aosorb  the  likGly increase  in traffic.  But  net·l  investments 
thoro will be  an  increase  in the need  for  special rolling stock designed 
for  coal  transport~ and  complete  trains designed to carry up to 3.000 
tonnes rather than the  current  noi~ of. 1.650 tonnes  should be  put into 
service in order to maximise  the efficiency of railway operations; 
inland vJaterways, on  the  other hand,  should have  sufficient capacity 
to  cope with the  share  of traffic expected to fall to them,  assuming 
continuing modernisation  of coal  handling facilities and  shipping. 
52.  Substantial  investments will be  required in those countries which  have 
no  coal  production  of their own.  Some  may  experience particular difficulty 
in financing -the  public sector investments  in port facilities and  in their 
inland transport network.  Such  investments  ca.n  benefit from  loans under 
1sr  ,.  1  t  ...  ·  t  (  ,.  /he  Ilna.  s  ages  0.1.  -;;reatmen  of coal  imports  e.g.  screening,  grina.1ng,  -- -.  \  Dlenc.lng)  can take place either at  the port  of  loading or the  port  of 
unloauinge  In practice  a  sizeable  share  of  imported  coal  is likely to 
undergo  treatment  at  the  noi  n t  of entry into the. Com.i'lnmi ty. - 35  -
NIC,  EIB  and  ECSC.  In  the  Less  prosperous  members  of  the  Community 
which  participate  fully  and  effectively  in  EMS,  interest-rate 
subsidies  available  under  NIC  and  EIB  can  also  be  used.  Investment 
to  increase  the  capacity  and  flexibility  of  the  coal  transport 
system  could  also  benefit  from  the  Community  assistance  for 
transport  infrastructure  proposed  under  a  Draft  Regulation  already 
before  the  Council1• 
The  handling  and  transport  within  the  Community  of  an  increased 
Level  of  imports  will  not  require  a  radical  change  in  the 
existing  Community  infrastructure,  but  substantial  investment 
will  be  required  in  certain  countries.  Infrastructural 
investments  in  this  sector  must  continue  to  benefit  from  Community 
Loan  facilities  and,  where  countries  are  eligible,  from  interest-
rebates  under  EMS. 
1COM(76)336  final. - 36-
§trategic  Securit~ 
53c  The  prospect  of a  substantial increase in the  share  of 
Community  coal  consumption  (from  23%  in 1980 to 45%  or more 
raises inevitably the question of security of  supply~  One  c 
best  guara."!tees  of security is diversification of  source  in 
country and  of  company.  Security can be  further enhanced by 
of long-·term  contracts,  as  discussed above  (para.  a  44  i)  o  Bu 
is to  be  seriously  addressed attention must  be paid at  a  Corr 
I 
both to .££_al  st~g~~  and to the  adequacy of the  exis 
crisi.s mar~  procedures  in the  event  of persiste:::1t  sho:r 
supply.,  In  exa..'Jlj_ning  further both these  issues~  -the  Gommillli 
adopting a  :pOi.)ition consistent with that  already adopted in 
and  natur2.l  ga.s  where  simn.a.r  issu.es  a..:-isen  In this  context~ 




At  the  e:nd.  of  ·1981,  Cornmuni-t;y  coa.1  stocks  (strategic~  c 
and working stocks)  amo-:.:(.nted  to about  110m to:nnes,  equivalE 
to 120 days  of  1981  consumption but var,ying significantly bE 
States  (from  25  to  31 0  days  according to the  country).,  The 
stocks  cu·e  commercial  stocks managed.  a..nd  financed by the  en1 
concerned,  with 40 m  to~~es held at power  stations and 45  m 
coal producers  themselves~  The  only strategic stocks  as  su< 
of the  German national  coal  reserve  ( 10 m tonnes) which  are 
and managed  on behalf of the  German governmentp -- 37  -
55~  Tne  only provision  in Community  legislation relevar1t  to  coal  stocks 
is the  requirer:Jent  that electricity producers  hold stocks  of' fossil 
fuels  equivalent  to  30 days  'l  consumption  1 
56~  The  higher  the  stock  levels,  and  the  closer the,Y'  are  to  consumers, 
the greater the  security of supply and the  lower  the  risk of disruption 
to econoj;Jic  activi  ty·o  But  there are technical  consid.era:tions relating 
to rates of degradationo  And  there  is also  o.  prir.:.:e  to  pay and  a  question 
as  to who  ( ta...xpayer  or  consu;ner)  should.  fin.?_nce  the  security premiu  ..  :n  which 
stocks  provide~  The  time  is ripe for consideration of all these matters 
at  Community  level~ 
The  CoiP..mission  invites Member  States to endo:rse  the desirar-
bili  ty of a  study at  Co:nmuni t;y  level of the  adequacy of 
existing stock levels,  the  r..eed  for strategic stocks  and 
the  financing and  management  of coal  stockso  If  ....... 
~  ~  ~s 
to be effective,  such  a  study will require  close  consul-
tation between the  Commission  and  Member  Stateso 
1
Directive Noo  75/339/E""E"£  of 20  May  1975,  OJ  L  ·153,  13o6o 75 •: 
- 38-
57.,  As  lont.?;  aE  "the  Community's  stock leYels are  adequate  .supply short-
falls of limited. dtu:a.ticm  are  u:o.l:i.$~ely to create serious d.iff'ioul  t:i.as 
as far a.s  22l.i~:~d}9E are  <~."loncarn.~C-,d"  The  &evelopment  of' the p!'ocess  of 
consu.J."ta.tio:n  d.ast;::ri'bed  a.l:::cnt·a  (paJ:'a.o  50)  shou~a. also  red.uc~C~  the  r:i.~k  o:f 
could create it :i.:s  ou.ly  pr"!.:1.dent  ·tc1  e:JO.J.mine  the  adequa.Gy  o:f  ex:1.sting 
cris:i.s  m?-.n.a.g<amli?:VJ.t  madd.nexy., 
A:;:•tic:le  ',)9  of  t):;.i;.~  BCSC  IJ.':r·~a.,';;y·  gives  ·!;he  CommisrJion  cert.a.:i.n  poHers  in a. 
>seri·~us  supply sb.ort:f'.aJ.l  t,o  a.l.1ocate  Con;urnxni·t;y  coal  among  Mem'ber  Sta:~es., 
Thi!<>  ari;icle  ha;;;  ne·ire~~:'  y~)·!;  'besn  j_:n:\Toked  a~nd its e;pplicai;ion ra::i..ses 
e,  nurnber  Q,f  pra  .. o·;·.:Lcal  d.iffi.cuJ±iea"  It. did not,  for  example,  er.xv":i.s;;,ge 
a  eube"tantial  d<Sp~md.enca by  tht£~  CommiJ.;n.i ty en  coa.l  impo:rtr~.,  Horecn~·er·~ 
·ths:r~  is a,  l;;,r,:k  ·';If  olaro•  cr·:.i:te:r.':i.a.  f1.n~  "the  operation of the  allooa;"don  r.1ys:~~e.mo, 
:~:~.;_-~-=·:~,~~=~:~:·~~:::::=~::~::=l 
· t.lH:mgh  ·unJ.ik-sly to  occ·.:tru  cov.ld.  ca.use  great di:f:ficu.l  ty  I 
if it d.id.,  The  Comm:i.seion px·opcses  therei~o:rs ·to  'tl:r- •. a  ..  :uine 1 
I  ! 
in :ietru.J.  111'h<::Jthe:r  the p::eesent  ori1':r5.s  r.:1an~rrla-.r.rli  E.rra::o.g;e-! 
ments  provided :for 'by Jl.:t"i'"  59  of the  ECSC  Tr-ae:ty  are  .  !
~ 
appx'·oprtate  in present  c:i.rcu.msta.nces  am whether :new 
a.r-r.angaments  need to be  consid.eredo CONCLUSIOHS  .  -
In the  light of the  foregoing,  the  Corru"'Uission  hopes  that  the  Cou..-:~.cil 
·~rrill  ~  besides considering sympathetically the  coal-related proposals  in 
ita  Corrurn.J.nica~,ion  ;>n  investment  in the rational use  of: energy  j,  adopt 
} 
the  following  conc~usions; 
(a) re-affirm st;rongly the need to accelerate the  substitution 
of oil by  co~l; 
(b)  endorse  the  aim  of improving coal  pri-ce  transparency as  a. 
mea2rs  -to  thtt endv 
·"  .. ..:. 
(c) approve  Coupcil  Recommendations  to lVIem.ber  States  aimed  at. 
encoura.g:in~ investment  in the conversion  01A  reconversion of' 
(d) 
(e) 
.  I 
oil-fired  ~nsta~lat  ions to coal  in general  ind.ustr;{  T  in 
district  h~ating schemes  (particularly combined  hea.t  and 
.  ' 
power)  &ld  in p~blic buildings; 
l 
approve  the  pri~ciple of a  Commu:t:li ty programme  of reseaJ:-ch 
and  developmerrt lin  new  and  improved methods  for tha usa of 
i 
coalN  to be  fin<f1ced by the Communitygs  ~neral budget:;, 
! 
note  that the  Commission will submit 
i 
proposals  concel;"ning the future  of the  Comm.u.ni ty~  s  existing 
technology&  andi will also submit  similar programmes  coverir..g 
technology~  and 1  to propose  similar programmes  covering new 
coa.l  combustion :technologies  SX¥i .the use  of coal  wa.s·~e; 
new - 40-
(f) agree  that  there  is  no  reason  on  environmental  grounds to 
qualify the  commitment  of the  Cormn1LYJ.i ty to greater coal 
usc,  t!10ugh  efforts at  Community  and  at national level 
must  continue  on  effective control of emissions  and  of 
waste?  including the  necessary further researchi 
(g)  agree that the  use  of Community  financial  instruments  in  support 
of the  Co~~unity's coal  mining industry should  continue  to be 
concentrated  on  in'\~~f:!tment  in  economic  or _at  present marginally 
unprofitable  capacities; 
(h) re-affirm its commitment  to active promotion of the inter-
national  coal  trade  and,  conco~itantly, both to developing 
a  continuing dialogue with  governments  of the  main exporting 
,,,-.. ~~·Ji.,. loi:l  n11d  t  .. ·,  <>lli.'i)\l!":i;';i.nf:,'  'Ll"ll::.  di::V610p11101lt  of'  oonl  ud.ning 
industries  in developing countries; 
(i) encourage  the establishment,  at  Community  level,  of arrangements 
for consultation between European  companies  involved in the 
coal trade?  with  the  aim  of  p~omoting exchanges of views  on 
market  prospectsf  problems  and  possible solutions; 
(j) recognize  the useful role that  Community  financial  instruments 
can play in support  of  investments  in the  infrastr~cture 
required for handling a  growing trade  in coal; 
(k)  agree,  in the  light of the  Community's  growing dependence  on 
external  supplies  of coal,  on  the need for  a  study by the 
Commission,  in consul-tation with Member  States,  of existing 
stock policy and  of procedures for handling &'1,Y  serious  coal 
shortage. ANNEX  1  a 
DR!-.?T 
Council  Recommendation  of  ••••o••••••··~·· 
to the  ;/,ember  States  concerning measures  to  be  ta.."k:en  to encourage  investment 
in  coal-fire1i  combust ion eguipmenLin 
71general  industr;v" 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COM!VIUNITIES, 
Having regard to the  Treaty establishing the  European Economic  Community; 
Having regard to the  draft  of the  Commission; 
Having regard to the  Opinion of the  European Parliament; 
Having regard to the  Communication  from  the  Commission  on  coal  in the 
context  of the  Community's  energy strategy; 
Whereas  economic  activity in the  Comuunity  is being hampered by particular 
constraints  imposed by substantial oil imports  and  by the  concomitant 
uncertainty concerning supplies  and  prices; 
\fhereas  even  a  slight revival  in economic  activity in the  industrialized 
countries,  in conjunction with  the  foreseeable  increase  in oil demand  in 
the  rest of the world,  is bound to accentuate  those  constraints; 
Hhereas  energy policies  should help bring about,  as  soon  as  possible,  the 
structural changes  needed  in order inter alia to get  a  tighter grip  on 
energy supply;  whereas  those  changes  can be  accomplished  only by  increasing 
the  contribution made  by alternative sources  of energy and,  in particular, 
by coal; 
Hhereas  the  "general  industry" sector requires heat  ·both  for  industrial 
processes  and  for heating and  therefore  offers particularly wide  scope 
for substituting coal for oil; - 2  -
Whereas,  despite coal's current  price  advantage  over fuel oil,  the  process 
of substitution has  got  off to  a  slow start for  economic  and  environmental 
reasons;  whereas  the  main  factors  involved are: 
ihe  ~enerally very high costs  of investment  in conversion,  and high, 
the  lack of experience  of using coal,  in particular in those  countries 
without  a  coal  industry; 
the uncertainty as  regards  the  effect of environmental  protection 
measures; 
Whereas  the Member  States  should  encourage  investment  in conversion in view 
of the  importance  of this  investrr1ent  for  economic activity and  the  specific 
character of some  of the  investment; 
VJhereas  the  Member  States should make  a  concerted effort to  implement  a 
consistent series  of measures  to overcome  these d.ifficul  ties and  obstacles; 
.  :1 
MAKES  THE  F,OLLOI'JING  RECOWJ!ENDATION  TO  THE  MEMBER  STATES: 
1  o  to take all possible  measures  to encourage  the undertakings  of all 
branches  of industry,  except  the steel industry and  the  energy sector, 
including private electricity generation,  to invest  in conversion 
or reconversion of existing oil-fired combustion equipment  to coa.lo 
2.  to notify the  Commission,  at the  end  of each year,  of the measures 
which they have  taken to  implement  this recommendation. AN1lEX  1  b  _,  .......... __ 
Council  Recom:.!!endatj.on  of  ~o•·oo•H""~"" 
19~Ji~~...§.~~--~oncernt,:Q.g_1)J_e  ~£_0,2Z-:!:'ag-ement  of  inyestment  in _:t,li~, 
conversion or reconversion to  coal  or  coke  of oil-fired boilers  in public 
~-------... -- ,__,.. _______  ._ ___  _._...._..  _...  ----
.~dipgs  .and J:n  d.istric~~,l;"£g  ~terns 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEA-N  CJ~,.ITJIUNITIES 
Having regard to the  Treaty esta-blishing the  European Economic  Community; 
Having  regard  to  the  draft  of the  Commission; 
Having regard to the  Opinion of the  European Parliament; 
Having regard to the  Conunnnication  from  the  Commission  on  coal  in the 
context  of the  Community's  energ-..r  strategy; 
1-lhereas  economic  activity in  the  Cornmunity  is being hampered by pa-rticular 
constraints  imposed  by substantial oil imports  and  by the  concomitant 
w1certainty concerning supplies  and  prices; 
Hhereas  even  a  slight revival  in economic  activity in  the  industrialized 
countries,  in  conjunction with  the  foreseeable  increase  in oil demand  in 
the rest  of  the world7  is bound to accentuate  thoE'.e  constraints  i 
Hhereas  energy policies should help bring aboutf  as  soon as  possible,  the 
structural changes  needed  in order inter alia to get  a  tighter grip  on 
energy  supply;  w·hereas  those  changes  can  be  acr.::o:nplished  only by increasing 
the  contribution made  -by  alternative sources  of ene:rgy  and.~  in particular, 
by coal  ~~d coke; 
Hhereas  public 'buildings  and district hea,-ting  systems  offer particularly 
wide  scope  for  substituting coa.l  and  coke  for oH; ·I 
jj"'~;'if)ll,.~<{>!.. 
of  suo3ti"tution has  got  off to  a  slow start for  economic  and  environmental 
reasons;  whereas  the  main  factors  involved are: 
the  generall;y very·  high  costs  of  investment  in conversion  and  high~ 
unstable  interest rates; 
the  lack of experience  of using coal,  in particular in those  countries 
without  a  coal  industry; 
- the uncertainty as regards  the  effect  of environmental protection measures; 
Hhereas  the V!ember  States should  encov.rage  investment  in  conversion in 
view  of the  importa.n~e of this  investment  for  economic  activity and the 
specific character of  some  of  the  irJvestment; 
'dhereas  the !vi:ember  Sta-t-es  should make  a  concerted effort to  impJ.ement  e, 
consistent  series  of n:oeasux-es  to  overcome  these difficulties and  obstacles; 
MAKES  fJ.'HE  FOLLOHIXG  RECOMW~NTIA'riDi~  TO  TEE  I1m•ffiER  S'I'ATES: 
1.  to take all possible measures  to encourage  the  conYersi~n or 
reconver::::io11  of  coc1.l  Ol"'  col<e  of existing o:l.l-fired  cornb11stiO·n 
equip:nent  in p1J.oJ.ic  buildings  ( ~4.Inini stT.ative buildings:  oarra.cks  7 
schools,  etc.)  and  in di.strict.  ne.a.tin.g  systems, 
2.  -to  notify· the  Commission,  at the  end.  qf eae;h  yec:.r,  of  t!1e  measures 
Hhich th9y  have  ta.lcen to  implemen-i;  this  recommendation~ ! features  of  the  coal  market 
-_.,..~-~"""';;,.;....._-..~  ... -~  .... -.~  ... ,;.;._  ..... ......_,_  ..... ___  , 
Coai.  used  as  a  fuel  is  not  so  conven·ient  as  natutol  gas  or  industr~aL  fuel-
oil.  Weight  for  weight  its calorific  value  is  about  50  to  75  %of  that  of 
oil;  being  solid,  it  is  more  difficult  to  hand~e and  transport.  As  the  raw 
coaL  comes  from  the  p-it  it  contains  impurities  (shale)  which  have  to  be  sepa-
rated  out  and  generally  represent  3  big  volume  :o  be  disposed  of  near  the 
colliery  (t1p  heap).  After  the  combustion  of  the  coal,  ash  residues  have  to  be 
collected  ;  they  represent  in  weight  up  to  15  - 20  % of  input. 
As  for  every  raw  material  the  physicaL  and  chemical  characteristi~s of  coal 
var·y  accord~i19 to  the  origin  and  may  prevent  the  u-:::e  of  ra1.:  ·:o<Jl;  different 
techniques  (mechanical  preparation~  bleGding~  addit1ves~  carbonisation  and 
so  on)  make  it  possible  to  get  products  which  have  optimal  char5cteristics 
as  regards  efficiency  and  price  for  a  give~ use  in  a  given  appLiance.  One 
·1s  therefore  Led  to  COiisider  not  only  "coaL"  t:t.r~  "c0als"~ 
The  coaL  producer  generally  carries  out  the  cleaning  and  preparation 
of  the  coa~ at  !.eE,st  part·rally,  P,  co:npLementai")i  stage  can  take  pLace,, 
especiaLLy  for  sea-borne  coaL,  in  pLants  Located  either  at  the  port 
of  Loading  or  unloading,  cr  near  inland  consumption  centres. 
Such  operations  are all  the  more  interesting  in  view  of  the  expanding  demand 
and  also  of  the  possible  necessity  of  iilvolving  coal  resources  of  Lower 
grade  or  very  different  characteristics  to ensure  a  larger  world  market 
supply  ;  increasing  volumes  of  such  coals  should  undergo  adequate  preparation 
in  order  to  be  burnt  in  thermal  appliances  which  require  relatively  stable 
products.  (See  para.  52) 
Coal  is  used  in  two  main  ways  it  can  be  transformed  ~nto coke  or  burnt  as 
received  for  heat  or  steam  raising. - 2  -
For  these  two  categories  of  use  the  world  market  trend  between  1979  and 
1982  can  be  summari~ed  ~s  follows  (1) 
Coking  coal 




(million metric  tons) 
1982  (estimation) 
140  (+  10  %) 
131  (+  28  %) 
These  data  show  the  intense  development  of  the  thermal  use  of  coal 
~oJOrldwide. 
Corresponding  data  for  Community  imports  are  (1)  : 
Coking  coal 
Steam  coal 
30  30  (  +  0  %) 
58  (+  21  %) 
The  share  of  Community  coal  ·in  each  of  both  sectors  was  about  70  ,.  75  ~~  of 
their  coal  use. 
Coking  coals  are  generally  of a  higher  grade  than  steam  coal.  They  conse-
quently require  preparation  andlo&ding  equip~ent which  is more  complex  and 
also  a  tightly scheduled  supply~  because  they  can  Lose  their  essential 
qualities especially  due  to oxidation if they  are  stockpiled  for  too  long  a 
time.  Thermal  coal  is  generally  able  tc  bear  a  larger  and  longer  stockpiling 
- subject  to  certain  precautions  - which  permits  a  Less  regular  supply~ 
When  supplies  of  both  coal  types  happen  to  come  from  the  same  group  of 
suppLiers  or  of  Loading  ports,  it would  be  wise  that  the  importers  concerned 
make  some  arrangements  in  order'  to  avo·id  unfavol,Jrable  condition£>  and  notably 
Pi'ice  shocks  for  both  consumer  categories  (see  para.  50) o 
3.  Ooerators  and  commitments 
~-------------,---· 
As  regards  these  points  there  is no 
coal  and  thermal  coal" 
J)  oeerators 
essential  difference  between  coking 
The  large  producers  and  the  large  users  generally  feel,  able  to  handle  their 
business  directr  on  both  the  Community  market  and  the  world  market. 
(1)  In  both  cases,  ·intracom;nunity  s2Les  are  included.  They  are  rnost  important 
in  coking  coal, Small  and  medium  size coaL  users  (general  industry,  services,  etc.)  have 
no  direct  access  1ither to  ~he tommunity  prcduct~o~ or  to  import$d  co~t 
They  rely  on  distributive  fi~ms,  often equally  small  or  medium  size 
businesses,  who  have  a  vital  role  to  play  ~s  regards  coal  penetration 
in  the  above-m~ntioned sectors.  They  should  therefore  be  encouraged  to 
del.iver  to  their  customers  coals  ar.d  related  sei'vir.es  ;;1'1':  competitive  prices" 
b)  Commitments 
With  a  view  to balancing  con~erns about  diversification,  mobility  and 
security,  a  given  purchaser  generally  combines  commitments  of different. 
duration  - short,,  medium  and ·Long  "term  -·  negotiated  l,Jith  di·ffer·ent  purchasers~ 
i"'any  comnd tments  are  renet.Ied  when  the)'  have  tun  the·i r  course,.  These 
commitments  orovide  ·l'ot  a  (;ettain  tonnage HexibH·Jty  ,,,hich,. in pr'lndple'" rnake  ·it 
possible  to  adapt  to  varying  conditions.  The  purchaser  may  also 
cover·  h·is  very  short~·term  r~equirement.s  by  "spot"  c:o!limh.ments;.  the  latter 
represent  a  relatively  small  part  ot  the  market. 
Third  country  producers  are  more  and  more  inclined  to  subordinate  the 
development  of  new  production capacity  to  the  prior  conclusion of  a  sufficient 
volume  of  long-term  supply  co~mitments.  The  extension of  European  inte~ests 
in  the  production  of  coal  in third  countries  should  lead to  an  increase  in 
the  proportion of  long-term  engagemenis  in  the  provis1on of  the  Community
1s 
requirements  whiler  at  the  same  time,  safeguarding  the  necess~ry commercial 
fle:cib1 L  ity~ /
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Outline  of exi~~~~ 
1  o  ~..£.L£f  Communi t;v  coal 
The  existing coal  policy measures  concern essentially -the  coal producing Member 
States  o  'Ynis  observatio!l applies  as much  to national measures  as to the 
Co~~unity's main  interventionso 
The  Community  measures  concern  investment  loans  (Arto  54  of the  ECSC  Treaty), 
research aid  (Art~ 55),  social problems  (Art.  56)  and aid for  coking coal  for 
the steel industryv 
The  objectives of the  national  measures  are,  in principle,  the  same  in all the 
Member  Siates:  to  stabilise produc-tion  and :to  gt.larantee  disposal  and  emplo;yment 
1 ~ 
'Yne  Community's  expenditure  related to  coal  is fairly modest  in relation to  the 
financial  charges that the  Memb,3r  ~tates t:once::r·ned  have  to  bee}X  as  a  result  of 
thei:r- coal production.  As  a  consequence  of the limits on the  Community's 
budgetary credits,  solution of the  p:r·cblem  of subsidies :cernains7  for the  most 
part,  a  naticnal task.  By  virtus  0£'  the dispositions of Decision  No~ 528/761 
the  l'1.::0le  of the  C:om.wissior:.  is  to  Emsura  the  a."~loid.a.nce  of e:x:c;r:;:ssive  aid or 
perturbations  in coupeti  tion  a'11o!1g  th9  coal  produce:rs~ 
Belgium 
F .R.  of Germany 
France 
United Kingdom 
Total  sums 
(MioECU) 
281.6  ) 
1  162.32 
404.2 
845-7 
Amount  per  ton 
of production 
(ECU) 




it c:::::}:):'i36S  tb.ree:  part.s 
concerning respectively  : 
1)  In  1979  the  Co;om.issit..~r:  :ceport•~6  "~o  the  Cou:neil  on  the  measu:r·es  taken bv ti1e  - u  -
clifferent  1\~embe.r  St~:te.s  in the  doutaj.n  Of  coal 1.ltil:•.za·  ..:._.)~.- _tJT-Odl.:-tCtion  a.11d 
importa·~ion (Document  COT•t  ( 79)  .322  final  of 2·1 a6o 191  .. 9) 
2)  Exclu-jj ng  a.ids  (>l:  'basis  of  ': jrd Ver<--;tromtmgsg-eset.z;9 the  monitorinc of nationc.l  aids  granted by the  Member  States  for  the pro-
duction of coking ccal; 
the  financing  of  Community  aid for disposal  in the  context 
trade; 
ali,<j1lment  rules  oased  on  a  gu:i.de  price 
l  \ 
'T'hc  system is applicable  up  to  31  December  1983 
1 ~ 
Consideration should be  given  as  of'  now to  the  vaJ1..1.e  of mair.•.tainin.g the 
system after the  a.bove-mentioned date  a:n.cl.  to the  :form that  such ma.in:tenance 
The  rules  in force  \~i  th  res-a.1~d  to :i.mpo-;:>ts  rna,y  oe  surrunarised.  as  j:ol10lf>/"S z 
;:1,:·lr;iu~  :  Imports  are  subject  to licence and  quotas  c.a  .. n  be  nxed by  r~,inisterial 
decisiono 
.Q;:,_!_·manv  ~  A federal  J.aw  having effect  f·or  15  yea:rs  from  1980  hu.s  considerably 
modified the  previous  quota  systel7lo  The  quota.,  which  wa.s  aoo-u:t  16  million  t~nnE:s 
for  1981,  could  reach  a.nd  exceed  39  million tormes  by 19-37 ~ 
1:.2~ :  The  aci'Tlinistr.::;.tion  fixes  quotas  matched to  liceYlces=  A .9l.lbl.i.c  body 
( ,, 'l'"' (' )  I>  .l.v  is responsible  for purchase  and transport., 
'rice  no-:1--producinc; cou.atries  do  r.wt  apply  .::~.n.;y  rest:c:.\.ot:ic:ns 
third  cou:n.tries~ 
.,  ).  c+'  7'-··c;s;,_,,..,  7J/2c7/><'C''('  .J._  .&.  '121  _...)'t.:..  .A..  .I.""'  J..J.  ..) 
1  '.J  1  I  U  0  •.J  'J 
to  J..n>po ri.:s  from 